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Baby Names: The Easy Way To
Choose The Perfect Name For Your
Baby (Parenting Book 1)

The Closest Thing to Having Your Baby's Name Fall Down From HeavenStressed out about finding
the absolute, positively, best and most unique name for your baby?This book will help you find
it.Inside are over 10,000 baby names with meanings that will touch your heart and bring joy to your
family.However, sometimes it's a little boring to read through a huge list of names.Lots of ListsThe
names are also presented in bite-sized chunks such as celebrity names, names popular in the
1980s, and many more. Over 300 lists are included to help narrow down your name selection so
you don't get overwhelmed.Have a Good Time Selecting the Right Name!
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We looked through a lot of baby name books when deciding what to name our baby to be, and I
think this book was my favorite of the bunch. There is a definite authorial tone throughout, but I
found that it fit with my own thoughts about baby names, and the naming process itself, so I found
the commentary to be very helpful. The book is well organized and easy to use and refer back
to.The list of names in the middle of the book is not exhaustive, but it's more than enough, and there
are comments, cultural references, other suggested names to consider, and the invaluable charts of

the name's popularity over time. The thematic sections at the end of the book are also great for
generating new ideas or reconsidering old ones.This approach certainly isn't for everyone. But if
you're agonizing over the prefect baby name, torn between vastly different names or even kinds of
names, I think this would be an extremely helpful book for organizing your thoughts and directing
your decision making process. Check out the accompanying website and addictive charts, too.

This is probably going to be the most thorough baby names book you will find out there, at least in
digital format. You certainly can't beat the price. All the baby names you could think of and so many
more. I like how the book broke it down by names of certain decades, authors, famous athletes etc.
very cool!

There are a lot of choices of names given by this book and I really like it. I don't have babies yet, but
I am wondering what name I would give to my first baby in the future. I also learn from this book the
meaning of my friend's name. I thought it was a normal name but it means hope. After reading all
the choices of names here, I am really inspired by inventing names and soon to be used as my
baby in the future. But the main reason why I choose to read this book is to know the meaning of my
name. I am really excited about what's the meaning of my name but its not there. I know for the first
place that it's really hard to find my name because its the combination of my fathers name and
mother.

This book really got a bunch of good, unique, beautiful and meaningful names that you can choose
for your newborn babies. If you are having difficulty on what to name to your coming baby and if you
want to make sure that your new baby will have the best name you can think, this book will be a big
help. You got a lot of choices here and you will surely find what you think is best for your baby. With
this book, it is going to be easier to find the baby name that you want for your baby. So if your are
expecting a baby, you will surely enjoy this book.

This is wonderful book on baby names. You can choose perfect name for your baby with the help of
this book. The author has made very simple for you to find name by categorizing the names. If you
want a unique, uncommon name for your child or and unusual, rare name that reflect the interests
and desires of the parents then this book will helps you. There are also meaning of names in this
book which helps to shape the future of the child.

Oh man...if you're looking for a baby name, stop here. Just stop. There is literally a category for
every possible conceivable baby name you could think of. Soap Opera baby names? Got it.
Mermaid baby names? Got it. 1930s baby names? Got it. I mean jeeeeezus, I downloaded this
book during a conversation with my sister who's expecting later this year and all of our problems
were solved! We could break down what kind of feel we were going for and the category would be
right there. Awesome baby name book for anyone expecting! For the record, she went with Cecilia.
:-P

Holy molly a thousand names to choose from.This is a really amazing book with all the names.It is
very detailed.from its ranking,meaning and origin.This book is so helpful though honestly makes me
confuse about a ten choices I have made in my list now.I like Eleftheria,Eliora,Machicu and 7 more
names.I hope my neice will love the list of names I am about to give her.I will share this book to my
pediatrician friend for her patients.If you are looking for a name of your not yet born child.You must
grab this book for fun while scrolling down for name of your child.This book will amaze you.

My little sister is pregnant for 6 months now and she needed a name for her baby girl. This is her
first child, so everything has to be perfect for her. She is very stubborn, no matter what name her
husband and I have for her, itâ€™s not good enough. I was tired of her complaining so I bought this
book a couple of days ago to come up with some names for her daughter.I showed her the book
and at first she said: â€œwhy would a book come up with the name for my daughter.â€• But after
some digging we found the perfect name for her daughter: Melinda. She was very happy with the
book and she insisted to write a review. We highly encourage this book to anyone who is struggling
with baby names!
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